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The Minister of Human Resources and Emiratization in the UAE, Dr. Abdulrahman Abdulmannan 
Al Awar has recently issued Ministerial Resolution No. 258 of 2022, reorganizing the Tawteen 
Partners Club and categorizing firms operating in the private sector based on their rate of 
Emiratization and training UAE nationals. 

To provide a background, the Tawteen Partners Club is an initiative started by the UAE Ministry 
of Human Resources and Emiratization (the “MoHRE”). The Club aims to increase the number of 
Emiratis in the private sector, as a way of investing in the local talent pool. This allows Emiratis 
to be an important part of the country’s economic development. 

https://thelawreviews.co.uk/organisation/1295100
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Currently, the private Emiratization requirements are 2% for commercial entities that employ 
over 50 individuals, 4% for banks, and 5% for insurance companies that use over 50 individuals.  

Starting in 2023, a minimum of 2% of the workforce in every private firm in mainland UAE 
(excluding freezones) must be Emirati if the firm employs over 50 individuals. Banks and 
insurance firms are already subject to their employment quotas as set out above. 

The UAE Government plans to increase the quota every year, with the aim being to ensure that 
by 2026, at least 10% of the workforce in the UAE private sector would be Emirati. 

In line with the decision, the MoHRE has categorized firms into three tiers according to their level 
of commitment to the Emiratization program. 

Tier 1 

For a firm to be included in this category, it must be fully committed to implementing applicable 
laws, employee protection systems, policies that promote diversity in the UAE, and resolutions 
regulating the labor market. 

Firms that aim to be included in this category must also meet one of the below criteria that 
including: 

- Raising their rate of Emiratization at least three times above the required target. 
- Cooperation with the Nafis program and training a minimum of 500 UAE Nationals 

annually. 
- Being owned by a young UAE National. 
- Being a training center that helps promote cultural diversity. 
- Having an active role in certain sectors and activities that are targeted by the authorities. 

Tier 2 

Firms that are to a certain extent committed to implementing applicable laws, employee 
protection systems, policies that promote diversity in the UAE, and resolutions regulating the 
labor market. 

Tier 3 

- Companies that violate the applicable laws, policies, regulations, and resolutions. 
- Companies that fail to properly promote diversity in the UAE labor market. 
- Companies that commit violations stated in Ministerial Resolution No. 209 of 2022. 
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Incentives 

Private firms that succeed in exceeding their Emiratization targets shall receive an 80% discount 
on service fees paid to MoHRE.  

Training contract and university graduates’ salary support: One-year salary support of up to AED 
8,000 per month shall be granted to UAE citizens on their training contracts.  

University graduates shall receive monthly support of up to AED 5,000 for a period that may reach 
5 years.  

Pension Support: Firms will receive subsidized five-year contributions paid by the government 
concerning the cost of pension plans made for Emirati employees. 

Child Support: Emirati employees shall receive monthly AED 800 per child with a maximum rate 
of AED 3,200. 

 
As for non-compliance, starting January 2023, any private firm that does not follow the program 
shall have to pay a fine of AED 6,000 per month for every citizen that is not employed. This 
amount will be paid via MoHRE and will increase yearly by AED 1,000 until 2026. 

In summary, as the UAE aims to further diversify and expand its already flourishing economy, it 
has understandably kept an eye on the local talent pool that would be of tremendous benefit to 
the private firms and businesses operating in the UAE.  
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